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ABSTRACT

Use of information and insights from probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) in nuclear reactor safety applications has been increasing by the nuclear industry and the regulators, both domestically and internationally. This is a desirable trend, as PRAs have demonstrated capability to improve safety and operational flexibility beyond that provided through deterministic approaches alone. But there can be potential pitfalls. The limitations of risk assessment technology can be lost through approaches that rely heavily on quantitative PRA results (referred to as risk measures in this paper), because of the unambiguous but potentially misleading message that can be delivered by risk-based numbers. This is particularly true for future reactors, where PRAs are used during the design and licensing processes. For these applications, it is important to ensure that the actual, de facto, or even perceived use of risk measures in the context of either regulatory or design acceptance criteria is avoided. While the issues discussed here can have a significant influence on design certification or combined license applications for future reactors, they can also have secondary impacts on currently operating reactors.

1. Introduction

Probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) results and insights have helped to improve nuclear power plant safety and operational flexibility for more than 30 years. This success has led to increased use of PRAs by the nuclear industry and regulatory authorities worldwide. While this trend is largely positive, there can be potential negative consequences that have not been widely discussed in related literature, with some exceptions (e.g., [1]).

It was because of this positive contribution to safety that the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) gradually refined their original deterministic-based nuclear safety regulations by incorporating the use of risk information and insights within a risk-informed framework. Risk-informed regulations for the current fleet of operating light-water reactors (LWRs) are defined through a combination of rule-making and publication of lower-tier documents, such as regulatory guides or NRC's endorsement of certain nuclear industry documents. Thus, in a risk-informed framework, risk information and insights supplement the traditional deterministic approaches and form a part of the overall safety case (which is sometimes referred to as the safety basis) for a nuclear plant. The Commission has also called for increased use of PRA technology in all regulatory matters in a manner that complements NRC's predominantly deterministic approaches within the confines of a risk-informed as opposed to a risk-based regulatory construct. Some of the distinguishing features between the two are also discussed in this paper.

The nuclear industry also has used PRA techniques extensively with beneficial results, including in the design of advanced or evolutionary nuclear reactors. These benefits are, in part, related to the fact that these same users can also control and limit the influence of the incomplete safety information that is provided through the results of the PRA alone. Factors that are usually not fully accounted for in a PRA model but are germane to the consideration of adequacy of safety features for a specific issue or accident scenario may include: magnitudes of relevant safety margins, incorporation of defense in depth, potential for corrective or compensatory actions, degree of conservatism in analysis, and many others. The very same PRA information, however, when used to comply with well-intentioned regulatory policies and approaches can lead to some undesirable consequences. Some of the undesirable consequences in applications involving future reactors are also discussed below.

PRAs provide both qualitative and quantitative information. Recent trends in the development of new risk-related approaches, whether they are performed by the regulatory staff, nuclear industry, or other domestic or international bodies, are towards heavier emphasis in use of quantitative PRA results (interchangeably referred to as “risk measures” in this paper). It is well-known that quantitative results of PRAs, in particular, are subject to various types of uncertainties. Examples of these uncertainties include probabilistic quantification of single and common-cause hardware or software failures, occurrence of certain physical phenomena, human errors of omission and commission,
magnitudes of source terms, radionuclide release and transport, atmospheric dispersion, biological effects of radiation, dose calculations, and many others. Unlike deterministic uncertainties related to physical phenomena (e.g., neutronics, thermal-hydraulics), PRA uncertainties are not readily reducible in most instances. Uncertainties associated with physical phenomena can often be reduced by tests, experiments, operating experience on actual or prototype designs, or improvements in analytical models or computational capabilities. Despite this well-known limitation, if quantitative PRA results are used in the context of risk acceptance criteria (i.e., when they are compared against a set of threshold values established by either the industry or the regulator), it would be difficult to counter the unambiguous but potentially misleading or incorrect message that is delivered by such a number-based process; i.e., implying that a design is unacceptable or unsafe because it did not meet a particular risk-based numerical threshold (labeled as a risk acceptance criterion).

An important issue that is outside of the scope of this paper, but is worthy of detailed discussions of its own, is that the introduction and impact of PRAs in the design and licensing stages for a future reactor is by and large different from the way that risk-informed regulations have been applied to existing reactors. Currently operating reactors had a deterministically established licensing basis (which included the plant’s safety basis) before plant-specific or generic risk information and insights were made available through PRAs. The PRAs generally confirmed that the original deterministic approach to design and licensing was conservative (e.g., plants could respond to some accident scenarios in manners that were not credited in the deterministic analyses) and further identified changes that could improve plant design or operational safety. Meeting the deterministic requirements meant that implementation of their attendant provisions embodied within the concepts of defense in depth, safety margins, conservative assumptions and analyses, quality assurance, and numerous other factors (many of which are not readily measurable within a PRA model) created a safety cushion or margin that protected these plants from uncertainties, including those from “unknown unknowns” (for which a euphemism can be “emerging safety issues” as discussed in Section 2). On the other hand, PRA models have to rely on realistic inputs to ensure that risk significant insights are not obscured by artificially biased results derived from the application of uneven conservatisms. Therefore, great care must be exercised in bringing PRAs into the design process to ensure that the fundamental pillars of deterministic safety assurance process mentioned above are not unduly compromised. Thus, for future reactors, use of risk information can have a far more significant impact on the safety basis of the plant, including the potential to drive some key design decisions. The intent of risk-informed regulations is to ensure their influence is positive in safety tradeoff decisions.

2. NRC’s approach to safety goals and risk acceptance criteria

NRC published the Safety Goals Policy Statement on August 8, 1986 [2]. While the text of this Policy Statement does use the phrase “acceptable risk,” the title and the rest of the discussions were careful to avoid the use of the Quantitative Health Objectives (QHOs) of prompt fatalities (PFs) and latent cancer fatalities (LCFs) as regulatory risk-acceptance criteria. In other words, the selection of the terminology of “safety goals” was very deliberate. An important attribute of the calculation of plant-specific PFs and LCFs for comparison with the dual QHOs is that both are by necessity “integral” quantities that are derived from the contributions of all accident scenarios that are considered in the plant-specific PRA model. The Commission’s 1995 PRA Policy Statement on use of PRA methods in nuclear regulatory activities [3], which was issued in the aftermath of the completion of PRAs for all operating nuclear plants in accordance with the Individual Plant Examinations, states in part:

The use of PRA technology should be increased in all regulatory matters to the extent supported by the state-of-the-art in PRA methods and data and in a manner that complements the NRC’s deterministic approach and supports the NRC’s traditional defense-in-depth philosophy.

The Commission’s safety goals for nuclear power plants and subsidiary numerical objectives are to be used with appropriate consideration of uncertainties in making regulatory judgments on the need for proposing and back-fitting new generic requirements on nuclear power plant licensees.

The Commission approved the staff’s White Paper on Risk-Informed and Performance-Based Regulation in March 1999 [5], which provided definitions of risk-informed and risk-based regulations. It reiterates that the Commission does not endorse an approach that is risk-based, wherein decision-making is solely based on the numerical results of a risk assessment.

Regulatory Guide 1.174 [6] established the framework for risk-informed regulations in applications regarding making plant-specific changes to the licensing basis. Its approach ensures that numerical PRA results would not form the sole basis for making nuclear safety decisions by listing five key principles (i.e., meeting current regulations [which are primarily deterministic], meeting defense-in-depth principles, maintaining sufficient safety margin, keeping increases in risk small, and performance monitored) that have to be met for a risk-informed approach. Clearly, current regulations are by and large based on deterministic requirements. A key portion of the section on scope (Section 1.4) states:

... The NRC has chosen a more restrictive policy that would permit only small increases in risk, and then only when it is reasonably assured, among other things, that sufficient defense in depth and sufficient margins are maintained. This policy is adopted because of uncertainties and to account for the fact that safety issues continue to emerge regarding design, construction, and operational matters notwithstanding the maturity of the nuclear power industry. These factors suggest that nuclear power reactors should operate routinely only at a prudent margin above adequate protection. The safety goal subsidiary objectives are used as an example of such a prudent margin.

The clause about continual emergence of safety issues for plants with many years of operating experience is an alternative way to state the concern regarding uncertainties about the “unknown unknowns” that are a more significant concern for future reactor designs.

One reason that Regulatory Guide 1.174 has worked well in application is that it was intended for operating plants with a primarily deterministic licensing basis already in place, which means that the plants were already determined to be safe before applying the results of plant-specific PRAs.

Finally, Note 2 of Chapter 19 of the Standard Review Plan (SRP) [7] states that the QHO-surrogates of Core Damage Frequency (CDF) and Large Release Frequency (LRF) are goals and not regulatory requirements.

The key conclusion from the above is that the NRC Commissioners have not endorsed a “risk-based” approach to regulation because of the uncertainties in quantitative results of
PRAs. These uncertainties are large for currently operating nuclear plants, particularly in the so-called Level 2 and Level 3 PRAs. The fact that the large uncertainties in the estimates of probabilities for hardware failures and human errors, and understanding and probabilistic quantification of occurrence of some physical phenomena in PRAs of currently operating reactors seem less so because of repeated reuse should not be overlooked. Treatment of uncertainties in severe accident progression and delineation has always been limited in risk assessments performed to date, even in the studies that went the furthest in such analyses, such as NUREG-1150 [8].

Another important consideration, also related to the general category of uncertainties, is the issue of state-of-the-art in PRA methods and data. This is an issue for risk modeling of all reactor designs as alluded to above, and it is especially so for designs that primarily rely on passive safety functions performed by safety-related Systems, Structures, and Components (SSCs) and digital systems (e.g., in instrumentation and control—I&C). The current state-of-the-art does not permit a high quality modeling for reliability evaluations for these systems. In particular, there is considerable uncertainty with respect to the contribution of software common-cause failures (CCF) to digital system reliability. For the potentially safer and more passive advanced reactor designs, it is possible that digital systems and human errors of commission (due in part to longer time constants—see, e.g., [13]) might have a higher relative risk contribution, a contribution that may be difficult to assess with any significant level of confidence. These issues offer additional reasons to apply quantitative PRA results judiciously for future nuclear plants.

The Commission also offered another goal of 1E –6/yr within the Safety Goals Policy Statement for frequency of large releases to the environment for further staff examination. A definition for large release was not offered in that document [2]. In [9] the staff considered several options and finally recommended that a large release be defined as a release that has the potential for causing an offsite early fatality. Several other SECY papers (denotes papers submitted to the Commissioners by the NRC staff), Staff Requirements Memoranda (SRMs), and Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) letters to the Commission (e.g., [10]) were devoted to this subject. The Commission directed the staff to ensure that their evaluation of large release magnitude be consistent with ACRS proposed guidelines linking the hierarchical levels of the safety goal objectives, where the large release guideline was considered the third level objective (the qualitative and quantitative health objectives were the level one and two objectives). According to these guidelines, each subordinate level of the safety goal objectives should:

- be consistent with the level above,
- not be so conservative as to create a de facto new policy,
- represent a simplification of the previous level,
- provide a basis for assuring that the Safety Goal Policy Objectives are being met,
- be defined to have broad generic applicability,
- be stated in terms that are understandable to the public, and
- generally comply with current PRA usage and practice.

In the end, the staff reached the overall conclusion that development of a large release definition and magnitude, beyond a simple qualitative statement related to the frequency of 1E –6/yr is neither practical nor required for design or regulatory purposes. In addition, based upon the work done evaluating large releases in NUREG-1150 [8] and other related activities, the staff noted that the general performance guideline of 1E –6/yr and the CDF subsidiary objective of 1E –4/yr are not consistent with the original QHOs [11] (i.e., they are more conservative, and the degree of conservatism depends on the specific plant).

In addition, the Commission rejected the use of 1E –5/yr of reactor operation as a CDF goal for advanced designs in SECY-90-016 [12] and its SRM. This rejection should be examined together with a series of Commission Policy Statements on regulation of advanced reactors. The last in the series published in October of 2008 [13] states:

The Commission expects, as a minimum, at least the same degree of protection of the environment and public health and safety and the common defense and security that is required for current generation light-water reactors. Furthermore, the Commission expects that advanced reactors will provide enhanced margins of safety and/or use simplified, inherent, passive, or other innovative means to accomplish their safety and security functions. The incorporation of enhanced safety margins may help offset the effects of added uncertainties in the PRA model and/or in accident analyses arising from the novelty of advanced reactor designs. [Elsewhere other attributes of advanced designs are described as: reliable and less complex shutdown heat removal systems; longer time constants and sufficient instrumentation; simplified safety systems; minimize potential for severe accidents by incorporating redundancy, diversity, safety system independence; incorporate defense-in-depth; etc.].

The important aspects of this Policy Statement are: (a) it contains only qualitative but well-proven principles for enhanced safety of nuclear reactor designs, and (b) it specifically lacks any risk-based numerical criteria. Because of large uncertainties of risk-based numerical results, risk analysts typically do not consider variations of less than factors of 10 or so in such numbers as meaningful increments. Risk experts may convert the above policy statement into a corresponding numerical criterion by providing an order of magnitude as the smallest discriminator for deciding how much safer advanced reactors should be from current reactors. This, however, is a non-sequitur and a problem inherent to risk-based calculations. An order of magnitude is a very large increment in the real world, and current nuclear reactors are already much safer than any other comparable industrial facilities and hazardous human activities. Ultra-conservatism in design has a price, both economically and operationally. As discussed in Section 3, the proposed new surrogate numerical risk-based criteria can be far more restrictive than the QHOs. They are also quantitatively unpredictable in “real risk space” and not comparable with QHOS as they are non-integral measures of risk. They are more restrictive in the sense that a reactor that in a hypothetical case may fail to meet some of the new criteria (described in Section 3) can still meet the QHOS by orders of magnitude.

In spite of the above discussions and the broad policy guidance by the NRC Commissioners, this paper’s observation is that throughout many publications of the national and international regulatory agencies and commercial entities, there is an increasing trend toward more prevalent use of risk-based regulatory concepts in general, and the use of some form of numerical risk thresholds as acceptance criteria vis-a-vis safety goals, in particular. For example, a number of NRC staff documents (e.g., [14,15]), as well as industry and international publications (e.g., [16–23]), have employed various types of risk-acceptance criteria (consistent with the terminology employed within the documents) which involve some form of a frequency versus consequence (FC) curve, or FC anchor points or regions. It can be shown that these approaches generally establish much more restrictive numerical thresholds than the QHOS, and are applied as non-integral quantities. While the intentions behind this trend are noble and motivated in part from a desire to
continuously improve nuclear reactor safety, and in part from the Commission Policy Statements on regulation of advanced reactors [13], their actual implementation can lead to a number of undesirable consequences, as discussed in Section 3.

3. Critique of frequency-consequence curve from NUREG-1860

This section presents a brief review of a specific section (i.e., the discussion on FC curve as a potential risk threshold for Licensing Basis Events) of the representative and probably the most high-profile, document among the international references mentioned above, namely NUREG-1860 [15], and describes some issues that can arise in using similar approaches with regard to numerical risk assessment results. NUREG-1860 does address deterministic requirements and defense in depth guidelines, but a discussion of these topics is beyond the scope of this paper.

An important part of the reason for the prominence of NUREG-1860 in these discussions is SECY-07-0101 and it’s Staff Requirements Memorandum [24], in which the Commission directed the NRC staff to test the concept of this framework on an actual future reactor design.

The most likely candidate for the application of this “Risk-Informed and Performance-Based Regulatory Structure for Future Plant Licensing” is the Next Generation Nuclear Plant (NGNP) [25]. The ramifications of this action can go beyond the NGNP license application, and potentially have a significant impact on all future reactors, particularly advanced reactors that would largely constitute the group that is currently referred to as the Small Modular Reactors (SMRs). Moreover, they can create an environment for raising and/or revisiting questions on whether currently operating reactors are indeed safe enough, even though this question had been emphatically put to rest with a positive answer.

The issue that this section examines is whether the use of numerical results of PRAs (i.e., risk measures) to be compared against pre-established risk thresholds (i.e., risk-acceptance criteria), as employed in NUREG-1860 and the similar approaches in the other referenced documents listed above, is akin to modifying NRC’s long-established risk-informed regulation paradigm towards one of being risk-based; and whether these approaches could lead to other, unintended consequences.

Discussions in Sections 2.5.1, 3.2.2, 6.2.2, and 6.3 of NUREG-1860 state:

- The FC curve is used in the following ways:
  1. For the selection of Licensing Basis Events (LBEs) (discussion and definition provided in [15]), including frequent, infrequent, and rare events.
  - This paper notes that the retention of accident scenarios other than severe accidents in the PRA beyond the initial screening stage creates an entirely new type of PRA that is, among other things, much larger than the current PRAs. Current PRAs do not retain for further analysis accident scenarios that terminate in states other than one of any pre-defined consequence categories, often referred to as plant damage states. For current plants these generally involve core damage, based on pre-defined thresholds (e.g., peak cladding temperature above 2200 F). The NUREG-1860 PRA method would additionally include all intermediate accident scenarios from simple initiating events to those intermediate scenarios that are terminated successfully before reaching any plant damage state, as well as the traditional PRAs’ plant damage state scenarios. This type of PRA can become significantly larger than the traditional PRAs, depending on the specifics of the methodology chosen by the analysis team. A significant increase in the level and complexity of the PRA can lead to problems of cost, configuration control, difficulty for analysis of results and review, and issues regarding quality assurance of the product.
  2. Possibly as a surrogate risk metric to the QHOs, because the CDF metric for LWRs is not fully applicable to all advanced reactors (such as the high-temperature gas cooled reactor—HTGR); and
  3. As a guide to designers, i.e., it relates the frequency of potential accidents to “acceptable” [emphasis added] radiation doses at the site boundary from these accidents.

Fig. 6.2 of NUREG-1860, reproduced here as Fig. 1, is an example of a worldwide and industry-wide trend (documented in Refs. [14–23]). The ACRS expressed a number of concerns with earlier versions of this curve [26].

NUREG-1860 indicates that doses in Fig. 1 are total effective dose equivalents (TEDEs, which includes the 50-year committed dose) calculated at the site boundary on a per scenario basis. Additional discussion related to this figure, and those in a number of other references, e.g., [14,18,27] also reiterate a questionable relationship between an accident frequency of 1E−4/yr, a dose of 25 rem, and design basis accidents (DBAs). First, it is important to note that many traditional DBA frequencies are demonstrably below this frequency, when initiating event frequencies are combined with the partial failure probabilities of safety systems imposed by the requirements of single failure criterion. For example, in the last paragraph of page, 6–7 of NUREG-1860 it is stated that:

... while those in the range of 1–25 rem are assigned a frequency of 1E−4 per year. The DBA off-site dose guideline in 10 CFR 50.34 [29] and 10 CFR 100 [30] is 25 rem.” [Note: The relationship or a lack thereof, between a dose of 25 rem and DBAs is discussed in Section 5.]

... doses in the range of 25–100 rem are assigned a frequency of 1E−5 per year.

... doses in the range 100–300 rem are assigned a frequency of 1E−6 per year, 300–500 rem a frequency of 5E−7 per year, and the curve is capped beyond doses greater than 500 rem at 1E−7 per year.

This paper proposes that using Fig. 1 in regulatory or even design applications as suggested in NUREG-1860 can lead to a number of unintended consequences for two principal reasons:

1. the use of the labels of “acceptable” and “unacceptable,” and
2. comparison of the embedded criteria against the attributes of individual accident scenarios (as opposed to integral measures of risk, such as CDF or LCFS). Specifically:

- The Commission has long avoided establishing any kind of risk-based acceptance criteria by endorsing the QHOs as “safety goals.” As stated earlier, the significant roles played by both the uncertainties and state-of-the-art (both of which are exacerbated for future/advanced reactors with little or no operating experience) associated with the PRA model of a plant are the main drivers for this decision. In accounting for uncertainties, the PRA model can only provide some treatment of the “known” uncertainties through propagation of parameter uncertainties and performing sensitivity studies (to address some modeling uncertainties), and is generally incapable of handling uncertainties associated with (lack of) completeness inherent to the
analytical models and many other factors (e.g., impact of safety margins). Even then, the use of representative parameters (such as the mean) associated with the frequencies and consequences of individual or integrated accident scenarios has limitations of its own, as the types and widths of the underlying distributions of the input random variables are generally assigned by subjective judgment. It is clear that these issues become more dominant in analyses of future/advanced reactor designs with less knowledge about several key aspects of the safety of the design, such as the fidelity of analyses in thermal-fluids, neutronics, fission product transport, material properties at high temperatures, component reliabilities, and the “unknown unknowns.”

- The QHOs have a logical relationship with the risk that the members of the public are otherwise exposed to as articulated in the qualitative health objectives. They establish the risks of nuclear power plant operations at a small fraction of the risks that the members of the public, not the general public at large, but those living in the vicinity of the plant are already exposed to. A reduction in these risks for future reactors proposed by any stakeholder (which would be consistent with the stated qualitative goal of the Commission), should be within reason and not so drastic as to deprive the same population from the benefits that they may otherwise realize from operation of these reactors.

- Plant-specific PFs and LCFs are calculated for comparison against the QHOs. Both of these, as well as the more widely used surrogate metrics to QHOs, such as CDF and LRF for LWR applications, are integral quantities that are derived from the contributions of all accident scenarios that are considered in the plant-specific risk model. Integral risk measures incorporate at least three important properties:
  1. Definition or characterization of individual accident scenarios is dependent on both the specific PRA model (e.g., large fault tree/small event tree versus small fault tree/large event tree) and the specific plant design (e.g., complex with more active safety systems versus less complex with more passive safety systems). Integrated risk measures are not subject to such dependencies on the calculation model or plant design.
  2. Relative uncertainties decrease when the associated random variables are summed, and they increase when the random variables are multiplied. Therefore, the effects of uncertainties are minimized when integrated risk measures are used as opposed to when intermediate and product quantities, such as frequencies and consequences of individual accident scenarios are used.
  3. Comparison of any partial level of plant risk, such as those that are based on individual accident scenarios, against some quantitative criteria can misinform or even mislead. The potential for misinformation is large because it would not be known as to what fraction (is it 0.001% or 10%) of the overall integral risk (even within the same category, such as internal events) is being compared against the criteria.

- A converse corollary is that the risk of an individual scenario would/should not necessarily be unacceptable if it falls in the “unacceptable” region of an FC curve, because the QHOs (as safety goals) might still be met with large margin.

- If it is assumed that a future design of an HTGR or an SMR meets the FC curve, then the NRC will be on record for
certifying that the level of risk-based safety of this design is "acceptable," and in contrast, any design that does not meet this level of safety, even for a single accident scenario with all the attendant uncertainty, is unsafe. The same problem is encountered even if the governing document is from the industry, whether or not it is explicitly endorsed by the NRC, such as an ASME or ANS standard as in [18]. How could the regulator accept a design with one or more accident scenarios in the "unacceptable" region when the governing industry standard itself has labeled it as such?

- Some current LWRs will likely not meet this FC curve. A misunderstanding of the intent of this curve and the role that NUREG reports play at NRC could lead some to incorrect conclusions concerning the adequacy of safety of current plants, because the NRC and/or the nuclear industry themselves (as, e.g., in [15,18]) have labeled plants that do not meet this curve as "unacceptable."

- The FC curve is, in fact, introducing new and more restrictive acceptance criteria than the QHO safety goals as evident by inspection and as mentioned in [15], in contradiction to the ACRS guidance mentioned above.

- The combined effect of using risk metrics as acceptance criteria and applying them on the level of individual accident scenarios can lead to other undesirable outcomes. Future reactor designs offering lower total (integrated) risk than current operating reactors may be erroneously labeled as "unsafe" and not be pursued, or be burdened with costly and unnecessary design modifications.

  - An example of the above (involving a potentially safer future reactor design) is a reactor coolant line break for a high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR). In a hypothetical case, it can be assumed that an applicant calculates the frequency and the consequences of the scenario in a way that allows them to show that it is "acceptable." Anyone inclined to question the validity of the calculations can:
    1. point to the degree of uncertainty in the pipe break frequency because of very limited number of years of operating experience with these reactors;
    2. point to conditions such as high operating temperatures as additional reasons for much higher failure frequency potential than in the LWR experience; and
    3. challenge the assumed radionuclide airborne fractions produced by uncertainties in source terms (e.g., long-term diffusion of radionuclides through coated fuel particles, resuspension caused by vibration effects, higher temperatures, lower plateout, etc.).

  - Simple and/or passive reactor designs would have fewer numbers of accident scenarios than complex and active designs at the same level of accident scenario definition (e.g., system level) and within the same PRA model. The difference in the number of accident scenarios could be in multiples of 10 rather than in algebraic fractions. As a hypothetical example, two reactors may have the same risk profile, but the first has 10 sequences with 30 rem at 2E–6/yr, and the second has one sequence with a consequence of 30 rem at 2E–5/yr. Under the FC curve construct, one is deemed acceptable and the other is not, which does not make sense in "real risk space."

  - Thus, the use of risk-based acceptance criteria on the level of individual accident scenarios (as opposed to integral quantities) may be viewed as penalizing simple and passive designs in favor of active and complex designs, in violation of the Commission Policy Statement on Advanced Reactors [13].

- Again, because integral measures of risk are not obtained in this model, applications of these scenario-level and risk-based acceptance criteria will be variable for each design, specific PRA model, and reactor site. The variability can be substantial in some cases.

It is important that the NRC staff be cognizant of the above issues in complying with the Commission direction in testing the concepts embodied in NUREG–1860 in an actual licensing approval process for a future plant. The staff should ensure that their review will not deviate from the long-standing Commission precedents in establishing the many elements of a risk-informed approach. While this paper has touched upon only a few topics, future papers can discuss the use of PRA, including the introduction of a proposed technology-neutral generic risk measure that will allow for cross-comparison of the level of safety for different plant designs independent of site-specific characteristics; approach to defense-in-depth; selection of the so-called licensing-basis events; and selection of safety SSCs in a risk-informed and performance-based framework.

It should be added that alternative and complementary risk metrics toQH O s can be useful to a potential applicant for a design certification or combined license, for example to assist in determination of having reached a sufficient mix of preventive and mitigative features in a new design (i.e., safety design trade-off decisions) or to compare relative safety of different designs. The technology-neutral generic risk measure mentioned above will satisfy the latter need for future reactor designs for which the CDF and LRF metrics may not be fully applicable. An example of an alternative FC curve that can be effectively used for safety design trade-off decisions is discussed in Section 6.

4. Use of risk measures by industry

The impact of the aforementioned issues may not be as great in practice when the FC curve of NUREG–1860 or a similar construct is used only by the designer as opposed to the regulator. The designer can use such constructs or concepts as complementary information in an iterative manner throughout the design process. A problem that may be encountered in that process is that a proper interpretation of some risk-based concepts may not be as intuitive for the designer, especially for those who are not PRA experts, as it may appear at first. In addition, manuals of practice, such as standards or guides that are developed by the industry may be endorsed or referenced by the regulators and be used in ways that produce the unintended results (e.g., leading to rejection of safer designs). For this reason, it is suggested that the use of quantitative PRA results in the context of design or regulatory risk-acceptance criteria be avoided by all. Instead, Section 6 provides an alternative construct that may be used by the industry that will accomplish the intended purpose (design safety trade-off decisions) without the negative connotations that are associated with NUREG–1860s version of an FC curve.

5. Interpretation of the 25 Rem criterion used in 10 CFR 100/50.34

The 25 rem criterion used in 10 CFR 100 and 10 CFR 50.34 is often used as a de facto dose acceptance criterion for DBAs by the NRC staff. This usage is, however, contradictory to actual Commission policy and guidance as described explicitly in NRC regulations, as discussed in this section. Since a nuclear plant is designed to adequately respond to the occurrence of Design Basis Events (DBEs—includes Anticipated Operational Occurrences and Design Basis Accidents), the expectation is that the associated offsite consequences will be small (e.g., fractions of 25 rem TEDE).
This expectation, however, should be viewed as a safety goal or guideline as opposed to a dose acceptance criterion, as discussed below.

NRC Policy Statement on Severe Reactor Accidents [28] states: “Severe nuclear accidents are those in which substantial damage is done to the reactor core, whether or not there are serious offsite consequences.” Based on this definition, the type of accidents described in 10 CFR 100 and 10 CFR 50.34 involving a substantial amount of core melt discharged into an intact containment is a Severe Accident, not a DBA. Elsewhere in this document, severe accidents are defined as a class of accidents “which are beyond the substantial coverage of design basis events.” And finally, it states that a new design for a nuclear power plant can be shown to be acceptable for severe accident concerns if it meets the acceptability of safety using an approach that stresses deterministic engineering analysis and judgment complemented by a PRA.

Note 7 of 10 CFR 50.34 carefully avoids the labels of “acceptable” or “unacceptable” dose to the value of 25 rem total effective dose equivalent (TEDE). Rather, it states that: “... this dose value has been set forth as a reference value, which can be used in the evaluation of plant design features with respect to postulated reactor accidents, in order to assure that such designs provide assurance of low risk of public exposure to radiation, in the event of such accidents.”

With regards to the often cited accident that is the source of the 25 rem TEDE dose (10 CFR 100, or 10 CFR 50.34) [29] or [30], it is noted that:

(a) it is not an actual accident scenario, as the assumption of substantial core melt outside of the reactor vessel and inside the containment is the initial condition for the analysis, irrespective of the requisite sequence of events (i.e., the specifics of the other aspects of the plant design) that may or could have led to such conditions,

(b) again, the Commission's Policy Statement on Severe Accidents [28] considers accidents involving substantial core damage as “Severe Accidents,” whether or not there are serious offsite consequences. This means that the characteristics of this accident should not to be compared with DBAs, and

(c) the magnitude of the calculated dose itself should not be viewed in terms of acceptability or a lack thereof. It is a dose value that is used in the evaluation of containment design (and size of the Exclusion and Low Population Zones) to assure low risk of public exposure to radiation in the event of accidents involving core melt (10 CFR 50.34, Note 7) in an intact containment. The results of these analyses and calculations have little to do with the rest of the plant design, and thus, should not be correlated with the safety and/or acceptability of the specific design (with the exception of the containment systems),

(d) it should be noted that in particular, typical severe accidents (Beyond DBAs) in commercial-size LWRs could exceed this dose value by orders of magnitude, and thus:

- the 25 rem TEDE should not be viewed as a dose acceptance criterion for any accident scenario, DBA or Beyond DBA (such as severe accidents). This distinction is critical as it may have substantial impacts on judging the safety of future designs. For example, in a hypothetical case, it can be assumed that an advanced reactor design has a risk profile that is orders of magnitude below comparable LWRs (in reactor size/energy output). It can be assumed further that the advanced reactor design has one DBA that is calculated to result in a 30 rem dose at the site boundary without a leak-tight containment. Would it make sense to require the design to employ a leak-tight containment system based on this scenario alone? The decision on whether the design has achieved adequate safety (within the context of accident analysis and PRA) should be derived from the consideration of all relevant information derived from the deterministic and probabilistic analysis of the accident(s) and the design attributes, such as margins, assumptions, uncertainties, potential corrective or mitigative features and factors, and other design options that could be considered.

It should also be noted that in judging the degree of seriousness of “calculated” exposure levels (that can be very different from actual exposures because of uncertainties), such as the 25 rem of 10 CFR 100, it is useful to be mindful of the routinely accepted exposure levels by the members of the public. For example, numerous medical procedures expose the patient to doses of more than 1 rem, with at least one procedure reaching an estimated dose of 5.7 rem [31]. In addition, background radiation doses in certain parts of the country and the world can reach the rem range and as high as around 26 [32] rem/yr (another study of the same locality arrived at 70 rem/yr [33]). Ref. [32] found no greater incidence of cancer in the high dose population compared with those in neighboring areas of normal background radiation. Even a maximum background radiation at 1 rem/yr, which is observed in many parts of the country and the world, can be argued to be comparable to about 50 rem TEDE for a 50-year exposure.

6. An alternative frequency versus consequence curve

The motivation for use of an FC curve concept is, in part, to provide an indication of reaching adequate levels of preventive and mitigative measures (collectively referred to as “controls” in this paper) for various accident scenarios. An alternate and conceptual FC curve for satisfying this purpose that can be used by the applicant/reactor vendor in the design stage without the negative implications that were mentioned for the FC curve of NUREG-1860 is suggested in Fig. 2. Note that this scheme would only form a part of an integrated safety decision making process for a new design, such as the five-element process described in Regulatory Guide 1.174.

The key feature of this curve is that it is consistent with the concept of generating risk information and insights in support of deterministic approaches, not as a means for undermining a holistic approach to the nuclear plant safety assurance process. This FC curve can be viewed as a design or operational safety optimization tool for use by the reactor designer or plant operator.

**Fig. 2** incorporates several key considerations:

(i) This FC curve is also used with single accident scenarios (or scenario groups/event families).

(ii) This is an FC curve used and conceptualized by the designer or reactor vendor in the plant design stage to establish the basis for the decisions regarding incorporation of the initial set of controls, and each additional control to be potentially considered for a given accident scenario.

(iii) The use of risk-based “acceptance-criteria” is avoided. There are no “acceptable risk” and “unacceptable risk” regions. It is important to eliminate this concept of risk-acceptability from the design optimization process, even in the mind of the designer.

(iv) One of the main objectives for selection of DBEs and Beyond DBEs is to establish the adequacy of controls. The two distinct regions are associated specifically with a decision on
whether additional controls should be considered for the specific scenario.

(v) The two regions are separated by a band of perhaps an order of magnitude variation with diffused boundaries (such as in Regulatory Guide 1.174) on frequency and consequence, rather than firm boundaries. This is because any single parameter of scenario frequency or consequence (the mean is typically used for all) is itself subject to uncertainty and ensuing challenges, as the ranges of variability and the underlying distributions are generally assigned subjectively.

(vi) The consequence scale may be related to appropriate public health measures and/or cost-benefit for the inclusion of the additional control under consideration.

(vii) Since this curve is used as a design aid for the applicant, regulatory staff would have no position about the acceptability or the lack thereof associated with any part of its construct, including the anchor points. The regulator must use the totality of the safety information delivered by the design and the proposed operational plan that includes the traditional deterministic requirements along with the supplemental PRA information in concluding that the proposed plant is safe.

Note that the boundary region of essentially constant risk is only conceptual. The designer may decide that in certain sub-regions and because of specific considerations, such as events with particularly high or low frequencies and/or consequences, and in those areas governed by existing regulations, deviations from the boundary region are warranted.

7. Summary and conclusions

Risk-informed regulation is built around the concept of using traditional deterministic techniques of safety assurance supplemented by PRA information and insights. Traditional deterministic techniques include concepts such as incorporation of redundancy and diversity, incorporation of safety margins, application of defense in depth, application of quality assurance, etc. PRA results should play a limited and supportive role in making decisions about adequacy of safety in a risk-informed regulatory framework.

However, recent trends in the development of new risk-related approaches, whether they are performed by the industry, NRC staff or other domestic or international bodies, are towards heavier emphasis in use of quantitative PRA results. These risk measures are sometimes compared to risk threshold values that have attained an actual, or even a de facto, regulatory stature of “risk acceptance criteria” in certain instances. Such applications of risk measures for a nuclear reactor design or a specific plant are not always in keeping with the tenets of risk-informed regulations, which call for comparing (integral) measures of the calculated risk (e.g., PFs and LCFs or their suitable surrogates such as the CDF or the LRF) against QHOs (or their surrogate targets, e.g., 1E–4/yr for CDF) only as “safety goals.”

In addition, using numerical PRA results, particularly those that are not integral quantities, in a risk-acceptance context, even by the nuclear industry (as opposed to the regulators) can have numerous undesirable consequences. Examples of these among many discussed in the text include: the tendency to penalize simple, passive safety system designs in favor of complex, active designs; and future reactor designs offering lower integrated risk than those of the current and highly safe operating reactors may be erroneously labeled as unsafe and not be pursued, or be burdened with costly but unnecessary design modifications. These issues can lead to serious unintended consequences in licensing of future reactors or creating new challenges regarding the safety adequacy of existing plants.

The paper also offered an alternative use for a frequency versus consequence curve as a design or operational safety optimization tool for use by the reactor designer or plant operator.
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